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Description
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ENCODING AND

DECODING MULTI-VIEW VIDEO DATA
Technical Field

[1] This application claims the benefit of Korean Patent Application Nos.

10-2007-0042412, filed on May 2, 2007, and 10-2008-0026315, filed on March 21,

2008, in the Korean Intellectual Property Office, the disclosure of which are in

corporated herein in its entirety by reference.

[2] Methods and apparatuses consistent with the present invention relate to a multi-view

video coding (MVC), and more particularly, to an MVC method and MVC apparatus

by which a general coding efficiency is improved by improving image quality of

anchor pictures.

Background Art
[3] [01] A multi-view video coding (MVC) standard improves coding performance on

the basis of a conventional international video coding standard such as a Moving

Picture Expert Group-4 (MPEG-4) part 10 advanced video coding (AVC; H. 264)

standard. A joint scalable video coding (JSVC) standard improves coding efficiency by

coding hierarchical bidirectional (B)-pictures in order to support temporal scalability,

and performing an inter-view prediction.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Solution
[4] [01] The present invention provides a multi-view video coding (MVC) method and

MVC apparatus by which image quality and coding efficiency are improved by se

lectively allowing application of a skip block mode to anchor pictures.

[5] [02] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of

encoding multi-view video data, the method including determining whether a current

picture is an anchor picture; and encoding blocks of the current picture by not applying

a skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture, wherein

encoding of a block to which the skip block mode is applied is skipped.

[6] [03] If the skip block mode is applied to a current block, the current block may be

restored by using image data of a block of a reference picture, which is disposed at the

same position as the current block, or by using the image data of a block corresponding

to motion information that is obtained on the basis of the motion information of

neighboring blocks of the current block.

[7] [04] It may be determined whether to allow the application of the skip block mode,

on the basis of a picture type of the current picture, and the application of the skip



block mode may not be allowed if the picture type is a P type.

[8] [05] The skip block mode may be applied to a Moving Picture Expert Group-4

(MPEG-4) standard, an H. 264 standard, or a multi-view video coding (MVC)

standard.

[9] [06] It may be determined whether to allow the application of the skip block mode,

on the basis of at least one of a current input picture, a reference picture, a quantization

parameter, and external input information.

[10] [07] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method

of encoding multi-view video data, the method including determining whether to allow

application of a skip block mode when a current picture is encoded, if the current

picture is an anchor picture; and selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of

the current picture when the current picture is encoded, in accordance with a de

termination result, wherein encoding of a block to which the skip block mode is

applied is skipped.

[11] [08] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an

apparatus for encoding multi-view video data, the apparatus including an anchor

picture determination unit for determining whether a current picture is an anchor

picture; and an encoding unit for encoding blocks of the current picture by not

applying a skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,

wherein the encoding unit skips encoding of a block to which the skip block mode is

applied.

[12] [09] If the skip block mode is applied to a current block, the current block may be

restored by using image data of a block of a reference picture, which is disposed at the

same position as the current block, or by using the image data of a block corresponding

to motion information that is obtained on the basis of the motion information of

neighboring blocks of the current block.

[13] [10] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an

apparatus for encoding multi-view video data, the apparatus including a skip block

mode allowance determination unit for determining whether to allow application of a

skip block mode when a current picture is encoded, if the current picture is an anchor

picture; and an encoding unit for selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of

the current picture when the current picture is encoded, in accordance with a de

termination result, wherein the encoding unit skips encoding of a block to which the

skip block mode is applied.

[14] [11] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method

of decoding multi-view video data, the method including determining whether a

current picture is an anchor picture; and decoding blocks of the current picture by not

applying a skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,



wherein decoding of a block to which the skip block mode is applied is skipped.

[15] [12] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method

of decoding multi-view video data, the method including determining whether to allow

application of a skip block mode when a current picture is decoded, if the current

picture is an anchor picture; and selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of

the current picture when the current picture is decoded, in accordance with a de

termination result, wherein decoding of a block to which the skip block mode is

applied is skipped.

[16] [13] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an

apparatus for decoding multi-view video data, the apparatus including an anchor

picture determination unit for determining whether a current picture is an anchor

picture; and a decoding unit for decoding blocks of the current picture by not applying

a skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture, wherein the

decoding unit skips decoding of a block to which the skip block mode is applied.

[17] [14] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an

apparatus for decoding multi-view video data, the apparatus including a skip block

mode allowance determination unit for determining whether to allow application of a

skip block mode when a current picture is decoded, if the current picture is an anchor

picture; and a decoding unit for selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of

the current picture when the current picture is decoded, in accordance with a de

termination result, wherein the decoding unit skips decoding of a block to which the

skip block mode is applied.

[18] [15] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer program for

executing a method of encoding multi-view video data, the method including de

termining whether a current picture is an anchor picture; and encoding blocks of the

current picture by not applying a skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is

the anchor picture, wherein encoding of a block to which the skip block mode is

applied is skipped.

[19] [16] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer program for

executing a method of encoding multi-view video data, the method including de

termining whether to allow application of a skip block mode when a current picture is

encoded, if the current picture is an anchor picture; and selectively applying the skip

block mode to blocks of the current picture when the current picture is encoded, in ac

cordance with a determination result, wherein encoding of a block to which the skip

block mode is applied is skipped.

[20] [17] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a



computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer program for

executing a method of decoding multi-view video data, the method including de

termining whether a current picture is an anchor picture; and decoding blocks of the

current picture by not applying a skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is

the anchor picture, wherein decoding of a block to which the skip block mode is

applied is skipped.

[21] [18] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer program for

executing a method of decoding multi-view video data, the method including de

termining whether to allow application of a skip block mode when a current picture is

decoded, if the current picture is an anchor picture; and selectively applying the skip

block mode to blocks of the current picture when the current picture is decoded, in ac

cordance with a determination result, wherein decoding of a block to which the skip

block mode is applied is skipped.

Advantageous Effects

[22] According to the present invention, when multi-view video data is coded, image

quality and coding efficiency may be improved by selectively applying a skip block

mode to blocks of anchor pictures which perform only inter-view reference

Description of Drawings

[23] The above and other features of the present invention will become more apparent by

describing in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the attached

drawings in which:

[24] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a prediction structure of a multi-view video coding

(MVC) standard;

[25] FIGS. 2A through 2F are diagrams showing influences of image quality of anchor

pictures on a general coding efficiency;

[26] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a multi-view video encoding apparatus according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

[27] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an encoding method performed by the multi-view video

encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 3, according to an embodiment of the present

invention;

[28] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a multi-view video encoding apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention;

[29] FIG. 6 is a graph showing a simulation result according to an embodiment of the

present invention;

[30] FIG. 7 is a graph showing a simulation result according to another embodiment of

the present invention;



[31] FIG. 8 is a graph showing a simulation result according to another embodiment of

the present invention;

[32] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an encoding method performed by the multi-view video

encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 5, according to an embodiment of the present

invention;

[33] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a multi-view video encoding apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention;

[34] FIG. 11 is a flowchart of an encoding method performed by the multi-view video

encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 10, according to an embodiment of the present

invention;

[35] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a multi-view video decoding apparatus according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

[36] FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a decoding method performed by the multi-view video

decoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 12, according to an embodiment of the present

invention;

[37] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a multi-view video decoding apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention;

[38] FIG. 15 is a flowchart of a decoding method performed by the multi-view video

decoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 14, according to an embodiment of the present

invention;

[39] FIG. 16 is a block diagram of a multi-view video decoding apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention; and

[40] FIG. 17 is a flowchart of a decoding method performed by the multi-view video

decoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 16, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

Mode for Invention
[41] Hereinafter, the present invention will be described in detail by explaining em

bodiments of the invention with reference to the attached drawings.

[42] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a prediction structure of a multi-view video coding

(MVC) standard if eight views exist, for example, if the size of a group of pictures

(GOP) in a temporal direction is eight. Here, each of SO, Sl, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7

represents a view and each of TO, Tl, T2, T3, ... , T100 represents a temporal point.

[43] Referring to FIG. 1, when pictures in each view are coded in the temporal direction,

prediction is performed by using a hierarchical bidirectional (B)-picture structure.

Pictures at a first temporal point such as temporal point TO, multiple Nth (N=8)

temporal points such as temporal points T8, T16, T24, . . . , and a last temporal point

such as temporal point TlOO are referred to as anchor pictures.

[44] The anchor pictures perform the prediction only in a view direction. For example, at



the same temporal point, view S2 performs the prediction from view SO, view S1

performs the prediction from views SO and S2, view S4 performs the prediction from

view SO, view S3 performs the prediction from views S2 and S4, view S6 performs the

prediction from view S4, view S5 performs the prediction from views S4 and S6, and

view S7 that is a last view, performs the prediction from view S6.

[45] Basically, non-anchor pictures perform the prediction in the temporal direction. In

FIG. 1, every second view such as views Sl, S3, S5, and S7 also perform the

prediction from neighboring views. For example, view Sl performs the prediction

from views SO and S2, view S3 performs the prediction from views Sl and S4, and

view S5 performs the prediction from views S3 and S6.

[46] An anchor picture is a basic picture to be referred to by a non-anchor picture and in

fluences the prediction of another anchor picture. Thus, image quality of the anchor

picture influences the image quality of pictures referring to the anchor picture and also

continuously influences on prediction efficiency. If the anchor picture has a bad image

quality, the bad image quality continuously influences on the prediction and thus a

general image quality deteriorates.

[47] Influences of image quality of anchor pictures on a general coding efficiency will

now be described with reference to FIGS. 2A through 2F.

[48] FIGS. 2A through 2F are diagrams showing influences of image quality of anchor

pictures on a general coding efficiency.

[49] Referring to FIG. 2A, an anchor picture T0/S2(P0) that is a predictive (P) picture at

temporal point TO in view S2, and an anchor picture T8/S2(P0) that is a P picture at

temporal point T8 in view S2 influence all pictures in a GOP, except for an anchor

picture TO/S0(I0) that is referred to by the anchor pictures T0/S2(P0) and T8/S2(P0).

Thus, if the image quality of the anchor pictures T0/S2(P0) and T8/S2(P0) deteriorates,

the deteriorated image quality influences on all pictures in the GOP and thus will

greatly influence prediction efficiency and coding performance of a whole sequence.

[50] Influence of the deteriorated image quality of the anchor pictures T0/S2(P0) and

T8/S2(P0) on other anchor pictures and non-anchor pictures will now be described

with reference to FIGS. 2B through 2F.

[51] Referring to FIG. 2B, if the image quality of the anchor pictures T0/S2(P0) and

T8/S2(P0) deteriorates, the prediction efficiency of anchor pictures TO/S1(B1),

TO/S3(B1), T0/S4(P0), T8/S1(B1), T8/S3(B1), and T8/S4(P0) directly referring to the

anchor pictures T0/S2(P0) and T8/S2(P0), is reduced and thus image quality de

terioration occurs.

[52] Referring to FIG. 2C, the prediction efficiency of anchor pictures TO/S5(B1),

T0/S6(P0), T8/S5(B1), and T8/S6(P0) referring to the anchor pictures T0/S4(P0)and

T8/S4(P0) which have a further deteriorated image quality by their reference to the



anchor pictures T0/S2(P0) and T8/S2(P0) having the deteriorated image quality, is

further reduced and thus the image quality deterioration occurs.

[53] As such, the prediction efficiency is continuously reduced. Referring to FIG. 2D, the

prediction efficiency of anchor pictures T0/S7(P0) and T8/S7(P0) referring to the

anchor pictures T0/S6(P0) and T8/S6(P0) which has a further deteriorated image

quality due to the reduced prediction efficiency, is further reduced and thus the image

quality continuously deteriorates.

[54] Referring to FIGS. 2E and 2F, when the image quality of anchor pictures de

teriorates, the image quality of the non-anchor pictures which basically perform

prediction by referring to the anchor pictures, also continuously deteriorates.

[55] For example, when non-anchor pictures in view S2 perform the prediction, the

prediction efficiency of a picture T4/S2(B1) at temporal point T4 in view S2 which

refers to the anchor pictures T0/S2(P0) and T8/S2(P0) having the deteriorated image

quality, is reduced and thus the image quality deterioration occurs. Also, the prediction

efficiency of pictures T2/S2(B2) and T6/S2(B2) which refer to the anchor pictures

T0/S2(P0) and T8/S2(P0) and the picture T4/S2(B1) having the deteriorated image

quality, will be further reduced. Furthermore, the prediction efficiency of other pictures

T1/S2(B3), T3/S2(B3), T5/S2(B3), and T7/S2(B3) will be further reduced.

[56] As described above, according to an MVC standard, image quality of an anchor

picture greatly influences on other pictures in the same GOP and thus a general coding

efficiency of a video sequence is greatly affected.

[57] In a typical video coding method such as an H.264 method, a skip block mode is

included in block modes which are used when an inter-frame prediction is performed.

In the skip block mode, a current block is restored by using a block of a reference

frame, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or by using a block

corresponding to a motion vector that is obtained on the basis of the motion vectors of

neighboring blocks of the current block, and thus data of the current block, including a

residual image, is not coded.

[58] For example, in the skip block mode according to a Moving Picture Expert Group-4

(MPEG-4) standard, information of a macroblock is not coded at all and a pixel which

is disposed at the same position as the macroblock, that is, of which a motion vector

corresponds to zero, is used as an encoding image.

[59] Meanwhile, in the skip block mode according to an H. 264 / advanced video coding

(AVC) standard, a motion vector is predicted, a prediction signal is generated by

performing motion compensation on the basis of the motion vector, and the prediction

signal is used as an encoding image.

[60] As described above, in the skip block mode, image data of a current block is not

coded in an encoding operation and the current block is restored by using the image



data of a block of a reference picture, which is disposed at the same position as the

current block, or by using the image data of a block corresponding to motion in

formation that is obtained on the basis of the motion information of neighboring blocks

of the current block, in a decoding operation.

[61] Thus, if the skip block mode is applied to an anchor picture, inter- view level dif

ferences of luminance signals and chrominance signals are included in residual images

and are not coded. Accordingly, image quality deterioration may occur in anchor

pictures in the skip block mode and the image quality deterioration may be propagated

to other pictures which refer to these anchor pictures.

[62] In an illumination compensation (IC) method according to the MVC standard, com

pensation may be performed by predicting an IC offset from neighboring blocks.

However, if the neighboring blocks do not have IC offsets, the image quality de

terioration occurs in a block to which the skip block mode is applied when the block is

encoded.

[63] Also, subjectively, although the IC method is performed on the block to which the

skip block mode is applied, a compensation value of a chrominance signal does not

exist. Thus, the image quality deterioration may greatly occur.

[64] For example, when a Racel quarter video graphics array (QVGA) 30Hz video

sequence is coded by using MVC software Joint Multiview Video Model (JMVM)

ver.2.3, if the IC method according to the MVC standard is performed on an anchor

picture of a second view and the anchor picture is decoded by using a quantization

parameter of a value 37, great differences or blocking artifacts occur between a block

to which the skip block mode is applied, and neighboring blocks of the block.

[65] The above-described image quality deterioration may be clearly shown when Y, U,

and V components of the decoded picture are compared each other. Due to the image

quality deterioration, prediction efficiency of pictures which perform prediction coding

by referring to pictures to which the skip block mode is applied, is reduced.

[66] Also, in the Racel QVGA 30Hz video sequence, if the prediction coding is

performed on an anchor picture of a fourth view by referring to the anchor picture of

the second view, the image quality deterioration of the anchor picture of the second

view is propagated to the anchor picture of the fourth view.

[67] As such, because an anchor picture is referred by other pictures, if image quality de

terioration occurs in the anchor picture, coding efficiency of a whole sequence to be

currently coded, is reduced.

[68] In the present invention, when MVC is performed, application of a skip block mode

to an anchor picture is selectively allowed in order to improve a subjective image

quality and a general coding efficiency by removing or minimizing image quality de

terioration occurring in anchor pictures and by improving prediction efficiency of



pictures referring to the anchor pictures.

[69] According to an embodiment of the present invention, when a current picture is

encoded, if the current picture is an anchor picture, application of a skip block mode to

the current picture is not allowed.

[70] According to another embodiment of the present invention, when a current picture is

encoded, if the current picture is an anchor picture, application of a skip block mode to

the current picture is selectively allowed in accordance with a picture type of the

current picture.

[71] According to another embodiment of the present invention, application of a skip

block mode to a current picture is flexibly allowed and data indicating whether in

formation regarding the skip block mode is coded is transmitted by using a flag.

[72] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a multi-view video encoding apparatus according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[73] Referring to FIG. 3, the multi-view video encoding apparatus according to the

current embodiment of the present invention includes an anchor picture determination

unit 320 and an encoding unit 340.

[74] The anchor picture determination unit 320 determines whether a current picture is an

anchor picture by using anchor picture determination information of the current

picture, such as header information. If the current picture is the anchor picture, the

anchor picture determination unit 320 transmits a control signal indicating not to apply

a skip block mode to blocks of the current picture, to the encoding unit 340.

[75] If the control signal indicating not to apply the skip block mode is received from the

anchor picture determination unit 320, the encoding unit 340 encodes the current

picture by not applying the skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture. If the

control signal indicating not to apply the skip block mode is not received or if a control

signal indicating to allow application of the skip block mode is received from the

anchor picture determination unit 320, the encoding unit 340 encodes the current

picture by selectively applying the skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture.

For example, when the current picture is encoded, encoding of image data of the

current picture is skipped. When the current picture is decoded, a current block is

restored by using the image data of a block of a reference picture, which is disposed at

the same position as the current block, or by using the image data of a block cor

responding to motion information that is obtained on the basis of the motion in

formation of neighboring blocks of the current block.

[76] Only information on the reference picture to be used to restore the current picture is

encoded. A conventional image encoder supporting the skip block mode may be used

as the encoding unit 340. If the skip block mode is selectively applied to the blocks of

the current picture, the encoding unit 340 encodes and outputs information indicating



that the skip block mode is selectively applied.

[77] If the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the current picture, the

encoding unit 340 encodes and outputs information indicating that the skip block mode

is not applied. However, selectively, if the current picture is the anchor picture, in

formation indicating whether the skip block mode is applied to the blocks of the

current picture, such as a syntax element, may not be coded, that is, may not be

included in a bitstream.

[78] For example, in order to indicate that the skip block mode is selectively applied,

according to an MVC standard, 'mb_skip_flag' indicating whether the skip block mode

is applied to the current block is coded in a context-based adaptive binary arithmetic

coding (CABAC) method, and 'mb_skip_run' indicating the number of sequential skip

blocks is coded in a context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) method.

[79] Thus, if the current picture is the anchor picture, in order to indicate that the skip

block mode is not applied, according to the MVC standard, 'mb_skip_flag' is not coded

in the CABAC method, and 'mb_skip_run' is not coded in the CAVLC method.

[80] Table 1 shows an example when slice data syntax according to an MVC standard is

modified so that the multi-view video encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 3 is im

plemented, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[81] [Table 1]



[Table 1]

[Table ]





[82] In table 1, 'anchor_pic_flag' is information included in a network abstraction layer

(NAL) unit of a current slice and indicates whether a current picture is an anchor

picture. For example, if the current picture is the anchor picture, 'anchor_pic_flag = 1'.

[83] That is, according to the current embodiment of the present invention, if the current

picture is the anchor picture, encoding of the current picture is skipped and the skip

block mode is not applied to blocks of the current picture. Thus, if the current picture is

the anchor picture, 'mb_skip_flag' and 'mb_skip_run' indicating whether the skip block

mode is applied, may not be coded. This is because a decoder may also determine that

the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the current picture if the current

picture is the anchor picture.

[84] Meanwhile, a separate flag which is compatible with a conventional MVC standard

and indicates whether the skip block mode is applied to a current block, may also be

used.

[85] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an encoding method performed by the multi-view video

encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 3, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[86] According to the current embodiment of the present invention, in order to control

whether to apply a skip block mode to blocks of an anchor picture, if a current picture

is the anchor picture, application of the skip block mode to the current picture is not

allowed.

[87] Referring to FIG. 4, in operation 420, it is determined whether the current picture is

the anchor picture. For example, it is determined whether the current picture is the

anchor picture, on the basis of header information of an input picture.

[88] In operation 440, if the current picture is the anchor picture, when the current picture

is encoded, the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the current picture.

Meanwhile, if the current picture is not the anchor picture, a conventional image

encoding process is performed on the current picture and the application of the skip

block mode is allowed.

[89] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a multi-view video encoding apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention.

[90] Referring to FIG. 5, the multi-view video encoding apparatus according to the

current embodiment of the present invention includes a skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 520 and an encoding unit 540.

[91] The skip block mode allowance determination unit 520 receives anchor picture de

termination information and picture type information, and determines whether to allow

application of a skip block mode to a current picture. For example, the skip block



mode allowance determination unit 520 determines whether the current picture is the

anchor picture by using header information of an input picture and determines whether

to apply the skip block mode to blocks of the current picture in accordance with the

picture type information of the current picture. For example, if the current picture is the

anchor picture and a P picture, the application of the skip block mode to the current

picture is not allowed. However, if the current picture is the anchor picture and a B

picture, the application of the skip block mode to the current picture is allowed.

[92] If the application of the skip block mode is not allowed, a residual image and

prediction information is coded, and thus the amount of bits is relatively large in

comparison to a case when the application of the skip block mode is allowed. A c

cordingly, if the application of the skip block mode to all anchor pictures is not

allowed, the amount of bit may greatly increase.

[93] Thus, as described above with reference to FIG. 1, the application of the skip block

mode to a P picture that continuously influences on prediction of other anchor pictures

is not allowed and the application of the skip block mode to a B picture that does not

influence on the prediction of the other anchor pictures is allowed.

[94] Also, as described above with reference to FIG. 1, for example, view Sl performs the

prediction from views SO and S2 at the same temporal point. Thus, although the ap

plication of the skip block mode to the B picture is allowed, image quality de

terioration is not serious.

[95] If the current picture is the anchor picture and the P picture, the skip block mode

allowance determination unit 520 transmits a control signal indicating not to apply the

skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture, to the encoding unit 540.

[96] If the control signal indicating not to apply the skip block mode is received from the

skip block mode allowance determination unit 520, the encoding unit 540 encodes the

current picture by not applying the skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture.

If the control signal indicating not to apply the skip block mode is not received or if a

control signal indicating to allow the application of the skip block mode is received

from the skip block mode allowance determination unit 520, the encoding unit 540 se

lectively applies the skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture.

[97] A conventional image encoder supporting the skip block mode may be used as the

encoding unit 540. If the skip block mode is selectively applied to the blocks of the

current picture, the encoding unit 540 encodes and outputs information indicating that

the skip block mode is selectively applied.

[98] If the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the current picture, the

encoding unit 540 encodes and outputs information indicating that the skip block mode

is not applied. However, selectively, if the current picture is the anchor picture and the

P picture, information indicating whether the skip block mode is applied to the blocks



of the current picture, such as a syntax element, may not be coded, that is, may not be

included in a bitstream.

[99] Table 2 shows an example when slice data syntax according to an MVC standard is

modified so that the multi-view video encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 5 is im

plemented, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[100] [Table 2]



[Table 2]

[Table ]





[101] Here, 'anchor_pic_flag' is information included in a NAL unit of a current slice and

indicates whether a current picture is an anchor picture. For example, if the current

picture is the anchor picture, 'anchor_pic_flag = 1'.

[102] If the current picture is the anchor picture and the P picture, application of a skip

block mode to the current picture is not allowed and thus 'mb_skip_flag' and

'mb_skip_run' indicating whether the skip block mode is applied, may not be coded.

[103] FIGS. 6 through 8 are graphs respectively showing simulation results of average bit

rates versus average peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) of Y, U, and V components

when a test is performed with regard to a Racel QVGA 30Hz video sequence that is

coded by performing an IC method and by using JMVM ver.2.3 that is a reference

source code according to an MVC standard, in accordance with the previous em

bodiment of FIG. 5.

[104] Referring to FIGS. 6 through 8, when a skip block mode is not applied to a P anchor

picture, approximately 1% of bits is reduced at a low bit rate. By not applying the skip

block mode to the P anchor picture, an amount of bits of the P anchor picture is

increased. However, image quality of the P anchor picture is increased and thus

prediction efficiency of anchor pictures which refer to the P anchor picture is increased

and the amount of bits of a whole sequence is reduced.

[105] The average PSNRs of the Y, U, and V components of the whole sequence are re

spectively improved 0.1IdB, 0.25dB, and 0.5 1 dB, at the low bit rate. At other bit

rates, the average PSNRs of the Y, U, and V components are improved a little or the

same compared to a case when the skip block mode is applied.

[106] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an encoding method performed by the multi-view video

encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 5, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[107] According to the current embodiment of the present invention, in order to control

whether to apply a skip block mode to blocks of an anchor picture, it is determined

whether a current picture is the anchor picture and a picture type of the current picture

is also determined. In accordance with determination results, application of the skip

block mode to the current picture is selectively allowed.

[108] Referring to FIG. 9, in operation 920, it is determined whether the current picture is

the anchor picture and, if the current picture is the anchor picture, it is determined

whether the current picture is a P picture. For example, it is determined whether the

current picture is the anchor picture and whether the current picture is the P picture, on



the basis of header information of an input picture.

[109] In operation 940, if the current picture is the anchor picture and the P picture, the

skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the current picture. Meanwhile, if the

current picture is not the anchor picture or if the current picture is the anchor picture

and is not the P picture, a conventional image encoding process is performed on the

current picture and the skip block mode is selectively applied to the blocks of the

current picture.

[110] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a multi-view video encoding apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention.

[Ill] Referring to FIG. 10, the multi-view video encoding apparatus according to the

current embodiment of the present invention includes a skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 1020 and an encoding unit 1040.

[112] According to the current embodiment of the present invention, in order to control

whether to apply a skip block mode to blocks of a current picture, it is determined

whether to allow application of the skip block mode to the current picture, on the basis

of a current input picture, a reference picture, a quantization parameter, a user's input,

and anchor picture determination information.

[113] If the current picture is the anchor picture, the skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 1020 calculates absolute values TY, TU, and TV of differences re

spectively between Y, U, and V components of the reference picture and those of the

current picture. If a sum of the absolute values TY, TU, and TV is greater than or equal

to a threshold value Kl, the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1020 does

not allow the application of the skip block mode. For example, the threshold value Kl

may be one.

[114] Alternatively, the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1020 may determine

whether to allow the application of the skip block mode, by respectively comparing the

absolute values TY, TU, and TV with threshold values KY, KU, and KV of the Y, U,

and V components.

[115] Alternatively, if a value T obtained by combining the absolute values TY, TU, and

TV is greater than or equal to a threshold value K2, the skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 1020 does not allow the application of the skip block mode. For

example, T = SQRT TY2 + TU2 + TV2, or T = average (TY + TU + TV).

[116] Alternatively, whether to allow the application of the skip block mode may be de

termined on the basis of a current quantization parameter QP. If the current

quantization parameter QP is less than or equal to a predetermined threshold value

QPT (QP < QPT), the application of the skip block mode is allowed. Otherwise, the

application of the skip block mode is not allowed.

[117] Alternatively, whether to allow the application of the skip block mode to the current



picture may be determined in accordance with external input information such as a

user's input. In more detail, if the current picture is the anchor picture, on/off in

formation of 'allow_skip_flag' may be selected by a user as an input parameter when

the current picture is encoded.

[118] Alternatively, the threshold values KY, KU, KV, Kl, K2, and QPT may be selected

by the user as input parameters when the current picture is encoded.

[119] Alternatively, the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1020 may determine

whether to allow the application of the skip block mode in accordance with various

standards on the basis of the external input information.

[120] If it is determined not to allow the application of the skip block mode to the current

picture, the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1020 transmits a control

signal indicating not to apply the skip block mode when the current picture is encoded,

to the encoding unit 1040.

[121] Meanwhile, if it is determined to allow the application of the skip block mode to the

current picture, the encoding unit 1040 selectively applies the skip block mode to the

blocks of the current picture in accordance with a conventional image encoding

process.

[122] If the control signal indicating not to apply the skip block mode to the blocks of the

current picture is received from the skip block mode allowance determination unit

1020, the encoding unit 1040 does not apply the skip block mode. If the control signal

indicating not to apply the skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture is not

received or if a control signal indicating to allow the application of the skip block

mode to the blocks of the current picture is received from the skip block mode

allowance determination unit 1020, the encoding unit 1040 selectively applies the skip

block mode to the blocks of the current picture.

[123] A conventional image encoder supporting the skip block mode may be used as the

encoding unit 1040. If the skip block mode is selectively applied to the blocks of the

current picture, the encoding unit 1040 encodes and outputs information indicating that

the skip block mode is selectively applied.

[124] If the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the current picture, the

encoding unit 1040 encodes and outputs information indicating that the skip block

mode is not applied.

[125] Alternatively, the encoding unit 1040 may encode and output information indicating

whether the application of the skip block mode is allowed.

[126] Table 3 shows an example when slice header data of slice data syntax according to an

MVC standard is modified by using 'allow_skip_flag' so that the multi-view video

encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 10 is implemented, according to an embodiment

of the present invention.



[127] [Table 3]

[Table 3]

[Table ]

[128] 'Anchor_pic_flag' is inforaiation included in a NAL unit of a current slice and

indicates whether a current picture is an anchor picture. For example, if the current

picture is the anchor picture, 'anchor_pic_flag = 1'.

[129] According to the current embodiment of the present invention, if the current picture

is the anchor picture, information indicating whether to allow application of a skip

block mode to the current picture may be coded by adding 'allow_skip_flag'.

'Allow_skip_flag' may have a value 1 if the application of the skip block mode is

allowed, or may have a value 0 if the application of the skip block mode is not

allowed.

[130] Table 4 shows an example when slice data syntax according to an MVC standard is

modified in relation with the slice header syntax shown in Table 3 so that the multi-

view video encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 10 is implemented, according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[131] [Table 4]



[Table 4]

[Table ]





[132] If a current picture is not an anchor picture, or if the current picture is the anchor

picture and 'allow_skip_flag' has a value 1, information indicating whether to allow ap

plication of a skip block mode is coded. If the current picture is the anchor picture and

'allow_skip_flag' has a value 0, the information indicating whether to allow the ap

plication of the skip block mode is not coded.

[133] FIG. 11 is a flowchart of an encoding method performed by the multi-view video

encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 10, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[134] Referring to FIG. 11, in operation 1120, in order to determine whether to allow ap

plication of a skip block mode to an anchor picture, it is determined whether to allow

the application of the skip block mode to a current picture, on the basis of a current

input picture, a reference picture, a quantization parameter, a user's input, and anchor

picture determination information.

[135] Also, whether to allow the application of the skip block mode may be determined in

accordance with various standards by the skip block mode allowance determination

unit 1020 illustrated in FIG. 10. Selectively, information indicating whether the ap

plication of the skip block mode is allowed, is generated and output.

[136] In operation 1140, if it is determined that the skip block mode is not applied to

blocks of the current picture, the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the

current picture. Meanwhile, if it is determined that the application of the skip block

mode to the current picture is allowed, a conventional image encoding process is

performed on the current picture and the skip block mode is selectively applied to the

blocks of the current picture. Selectively, information indicating whether the ap

plication of the skip block mode is allowed, is generated and output.

[137] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a multi-view video decoding apparatus corresponding

to the multi-view video encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 3, according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[138] Referring to FIG. 12, the multi-view video decoding apparatus according to the

current embodiment of the present invention includes an anchor picture determination

unit 1220 and a decoding unit 1240.

[139] The anchor picture determination unit 1220 determines whether a current picture is

an anchor picture by using anchor picture determination information of an encoded

input bitstream, such as header information, and thus determines whether application

of a skip block mode to blocks of the current picture has been allowed when the



current picture has been encoded. If the current picture is the anchor picture, the anchor

picture determination unit 1220 transmits a control signal indicating that the skip block

mode has not been applied to blocks of the current picture, to the decoding unit 1240.

Alternatively, it is determined whether the application of the skip block mode has been

allowed, by using information indicating whether the application of the skip block

mode to the blocks of the current picture has been allowed, which is included in the

input bitstream.

[140] Meanwhile, if the current picture is not the anchor picture, the decoding unit 1240

determines whether the skip block mode has been applied, in accordance with a con

ventional image decoding process.

[141] If the control signal indicating that the skip block mode has not been applied to the

blocks of the current picture, is received from the anchor picture determination unit

1220, the decoding unit 1240 decodes image data of the current picture. If the control

signal indicating that the skip block mode has not been applied to the blocks of the

current picture, is not received or if a control signal indicating that the application of

the skip block mode has been allowed, is received from the anchor picture de

termination unit 1220, the decoding unit 1240 selectively decodes the image data of the

current picture. For example, if the application of the skip block mode to the image

data of the current picture has been allowed, the decoding unit 1240 decodes in

formation indicating whether the skip block mode has been applied to a current block

and thus decodes the image data of the current picture. A conventional image decoder

supporting the skip block mode may be used as the decoding unit 1240.

[142] FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a decoding method performed by the multi-view video

decoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 12, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[143] Referring to FIG. 13, in operation 1320, it is determined whether application of a

skip block mode to a current picture has been allowed, in accordance with a fact

whether the current picture is an anchor picture. For example, it is determined whether

the current picture is the anchor picture, on the basis of header information of an input

bitstream.

[144] In operation 1340, if the current picture is the anchor picture, the skip block mode is

not applied to blocks of the current picture when the current picture is decoded.

Meanwhile, if the current picture is not the anchor picture, a conventional image

decoding process is performed on the current picture. In more detail, information in

dicating whether the skip block mode has been applied, is decoded and thus image data

of the current picture is decoded.

[145] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a multi-view video decoding apparatus corresponding

to the multi-view video encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 5, according to an em-



bodiment of the present invention.

[146] Referring to FIG. 14, the multi-view video decoding apparatus according to the

current embodiment of the present invention includes a skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 1420 and a decoding unit 1440.

[147] The skip block mode allowance determination unit 1420 extracts anchor picture de

termination information and picture type information from an encoded input bitstream,

and determines whether a skip block mode has been applied to a current picture. For

example, the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1420 determines whether

the current picture is an anchor picture and determines a picture type of the current

picture, by using header information of the input bitstream, and thus determines

whether application of the skip block mode to the current picture has been allowed. For

example, if the current picture is the anchor picture and a P picture, it is determined

that the application of the skip block mode to the current picture has not been allowed.

[148] If it is determined that the application of the skip block mode to the current picture

has not been allowed, the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1420

transmits information indicating that the skip block mode has not been applied to

blocks of the current picture, to the decoding unit 1440. Meanwhile, if the current

picture is not the anchor picture or if the current picture is the anchor picture and is not

the P picture but, for example, a B picture, the decoding unit 1440 decodes the current

picture in accordance with a conventional video decoding process.

[149] If the information indicating that the skip block mode has not been applied to the

blocks of the current picture is received from the skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 1420, the decoding unit 1440 regards that the skip block mode has not

been applied to the blocks of the current picture and decodes image data of the current

picture. If the information indicating that the application of the skip block mode to the

current picture has not been allowed, is not received or information indicating that the

application of the skip block mode to the current picture has been allowed, is received

from the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1420, the decoding unit 1440

selectively applies the skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture when the

current picture is decoded. For example, information indicating whether the skip block

mode has been applied to a current block, is decoded and thus the image data of the

current picture is decoded.

[150] A conventional image decoder supporting the skip block mode may be used as the

decoding unit 1440.

[151] FIG. 15 is a flowchart of a decoding method performed by the multi-view video

decoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 14, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[152] Referring to FIG. 15, in operation 1520, it is determined whether a current picture is



an anchor picture and, if the current picture is the anchor picture, it is determined

whether the current picture is a P picture. For example, it is determined whether the

current picture is the anchor picture and whether the current picture is the P picture, on

the basis of header information of an input bitstream.

[153] In operation 1540, if the current picture is the anchor picture and the P picture, it is

determined that a skip block mode has not been applied to blocks of the current

picture, and the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the current picture

when image data of the current picture is decoded. Meanwhile, if the current picture is

not the anchor picture or if the current picture is the anchor picture and is not the P

picture, a conventional image decoding process is performed on the current picture.

For example, information indicating whether the skip block mode has been applied to

the blocks of the current block, is decoded and thus the current picture is decoded on

the basis of the decoded information.

[154] FIG. 16 is a block diagram of a multi-view video decoding apparatus corresponding

to the multi-view video encoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 10, according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[155] Referring to FIG. 16, the multi-view video decoding apparatus according to the

current embodiment of the present invention includes a skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 1620 and a decoding unit 1640.

[156] The skip block mode allowance determination unit 1620 extracts anchor picture de

termination information from an input bitstream, and determines whether a current

picture is an anchor picture. If the current picture is the anchor picture, it is determined

whether application of a skip block mode to blocks of the current picture has been

allowed, by decoding skip block mode application allowance information.

[157] If it is determined that the application of the skip block mode to the blocks of the

current picture has not been allowed, the skip block mode allowance determination

unit 1620 transmits information indicating that the skip block mode has not been

applied to the blocks of the current picture, to the decoding unit 1640. Alternatively,

the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1620 transmits information in

dicating whether the application of the skip block mode to the current picture has been

allowed, to the decoding unit 1640.

[158] If the information indicating that the skip block mode has not been applied to the

blocks of the current picture is received from the skip block mode allowance de

termination unit 1620, the decoding unit 1640 regards that the skip block mode has not

been applied to the blocks of the current picture and decodes image data of the current

picture. If the information indicating that the skip block mode has not been applied to

the blocks of the current picture is not received or information indicating that the ap

plication of the skip block mode to the current picture has been allowed, is received



from the skip block mode allowance determination unit 1620, the decoding unit 1640

selectively applies the skip block mode to the blocks of the current picture when the

current picture is decoded. For example, the information indicating whether the ap

plication of the skip block mode to the current picture has been allowed, is decoded

and thus the image data of the current picture is decoded. A conventional image

decoder supporting the skip block mode may be used as the decoding unit 1640.

[159] FIG. 17 is a flowchart of a decoding method performed by the multi-view video

decoding apparatus illustrated in FIG. 16, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[160] Referring to FIG. 17, in operation 1720, it is determined whether a current picture is

an anchor picture and, if the current picture is the anchor picture, information in

dicating whether a skip block mode has been applied to image data of the current

picture, is decoded and thus it is determined whether application of the skip block

mode to the current picture has been allowed.

[161] In operation 1740, if it is determined that the skip block mode has not been applied to

blocks of the current picture, the skip block mode is not applied to the blocks of the

current picture when the current picture is decoded. Meanwhile, if it is determined that

the skip block mode has been applied to the blocks of the current picture, a con

ventional image decoding process is performed on the current picture. For example, in

formation indicating whether the skip block mode has been applied to the blocks of the

current block, is decoded and thus the current picture is decoded on the basis of the

decoded information.

[162] As described above, according to the present invention, when multi-view video data

is coded, image quality and coding efficiency may be improved by selectively applying

a skip block mode to blocks of anchor pictures which perform only inter-view

reference.

[163] While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference

to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in

the art that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing

from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. The

exemplary embodiments should be considered in a descriptive sense only and not for

purposes of limitation. Therefore, the scope of the invention is defined not by the

detailed description of the invention but by the appended claims, and all differences

within the scope will be construed as being included in the present invention.

Industrial Applicability
[164] The present invention can be applied to an apparatus for encoding and decoding

multi-view video data.



Claims
[1] L A method of encoding multi-view video data, the method comprising:

determining whether a current picture is an anchor picture; and

encoding blocks of the current picture by not applying a skip block mode to the

blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,

wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied, is not encoded.

[2] 2. The method of claim 1, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a current

block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a reference

picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or by using

image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is obtained based

on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current block.

[3] 3. A method of encoding multi-view video data, the method comprising:

determining whether to allow application of a skip block mode, if the current

picture is an anchor picture; and

selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of the current picture, if the

application of the skip block mode is allowed,

wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied is, not encoded.

[4] 4. The method of claim 3, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a current

block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a reference

picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or by using

image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is obtained based

on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current block.

[5] 5. The method of claim 3, wherein the determining whether to allow the ap

plication of the skip block mode, is based on a picture type of the current picture,

and

wherein the application of the skip block mode is not allowed if the picture type

is a P type.

[6] 6. The method of claim 3, wherein the skip block mode is applied to a Moving

Picture Expert Group-4 (MPEG-4) standard, an H. 264 standard, or a multi-view

video coding (MVC) standard.

[7] 7. The method of claim 3, wherein the determining whether to allow the ap

plication of the skip block mode, is based on at least one of a current input

picture, a reference picture, a quantization parameter, and external input in

formation.

[8] 8. An apparatus for encoding multi-view video data, the apparatus comprising:

an anchor picture determination unit which determines whether a current picture

is an anchor picture; and



an encoding unit which encodes blocks of the current picture by not applying a

skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,

wherein the encoding unit does not encode a block to which the skip block mode

is applied.

[9] 9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a

current block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a

reference picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or

by using image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is

obtained based on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current

block.

[10] 10. An apparatus for encoding multi-view video data, the apparatus comprising:

a skip block mode allowance determination unit which determines, in a de

termination, whether to allow application of a skip block mode, if the current

picture is an anchor picture; and

an encoding unit which selectively applies the skip block mode to blocks of the

current picture, in accordance with a result of the determination,

wherein the encoding unit does not encode a block to which the skip block mode

is applied.

[11] 11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a

current block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a

reference picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or

by using image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is

obtained based on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current

block.

[12] 12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the skip block mode allowance de

termination unit determines whether to allow the application of the skip block

mode, based on a picture type of the current picture, and does not allow the ap

plication of the skip block mode if the picture type is a P type.

[13] 13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the skip block mode is applied to a

Moving Picture Expert Group-4 (MPEG-4) standard, an H. 264 standard, or a

multi-view video coding (MVC) standard.

[14] 14. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the skip block mode allowance de

termination unit determines whether to allow the application of the skip block

mode, based on at least one of a current input picture, a reference picture, a

quantization parameter, and external input information.

[15] 15. A method of decoding multi-view video data, the method comprising:

determining whether a current picture is an anchor picture; and

decoding blocks of the current picture by not applying a skip block mode to the



blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,

wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied, is not decoded.

[16] 16. The method of claim 15, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a

current block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a

reference picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or

by using image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is

obtained based on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current

block.

[17] 17. A method of decoding multi-view video data, the method comprising:

determining whether to allow application of a skip block mode, if the current

picture is an anchor picture; and

selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of the current picture, in ac

cordance with a result of the determining,

wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied, is not decoded.

[18] 18. The method of claim 17, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a

current block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a

reference picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or

by using image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is

obtained based on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current

block.

[19] 19. The method of claim 17, wherein the determining whether to allow the ap

plication of the skip block mode, is based on a picture type of the current picture,

and

wherein the application of the skip block mode is not allowed if the picture type

is a P type.

[20] 20. The method of claim 17, wherein the skip block mode is applied to a Moving

Picture Expert Group-4 (MPEG-4) standard, an H. 264 standard, or a multi-view

video coding (MVC) standard.

[21] 21. An apparatus for decoding multi-view video data, the apparatus comprising:

an anchor picture determination unit which determines whether a current picture

is an anchor picture; and

a decoding unit which decodes blocks of the current picture by not applying a

skip block mode to the blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,

wherein the decoding unit does not decode a block to which the skip block mode

is applied.

[22] 22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a

current block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a

reference picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or



by using image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is

obtained based on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current

block.

[23] 23. An apparatus for decoding multi-view video data, the apparatus comprising:

a skip block mode allowance determination unit which determines, in a de

termination, whether to allow application of a skip block mode, if the current

picture is an anchor picture; and

a decoding unit which selectively applies the skip block mode to blocks of the

current picture, in accordance with a result of the determination,

wherein the decoding unit does not decode a block to which the skip block mode

is applied.

[24] 24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein, if the skip block mode is applied to a

current block, the current block is restored by using image data of a block of a

reference picture, which is disposed at the same position as the current block, or

by using image data of a block corresponding to motion information that is

obtained based on motion information of neighboring blocks of the current

block.

[25] 25. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the skip block mode allowance de

termination unit determines whether to allow the application of the skip block

mode, based on a picture type of the current picture, and does not allow the ap

plication of the skip block mode if the picture type is a P type.

[26] 26. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the skip block mode is applied to a

Moving Picture Expert Group-4 (MPEG-4) standard, an H. 264 standard, or a

multi-view video coding (MVC) standard.

[27] 27. A computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer

program for executing a method of encoding multi-view video data, the method

comprising:

determining whether a current picture is an anchor picture; and

encoding blocks of the current picture by not applying a skip block mode to the

blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,

wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied, is not encoded.

[28] 28. A computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer

program for executing a method of encoding multi-view video data, the method

comprising:

determining, in a determination, whether to allow application of a skip block

mode, if the current picture is an anchor picture; and

selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of the current picture, in ac

cordance with a result of the determination,



wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied, is not encoded.

[29] 29. A computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer

program for executing a method of decoding multi-view video data, the method

comprising:

determining whether a current picture is an anchor picture; and

decoding blocks of the current picture by not applying a skip block mode to the

blocks if the current picture is the anchor picture,

wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied, is not decoded.

[30] 30. A computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer

program for executing a method of decoding multi-view video data, the method

comprising:

determining, in a determination, whether to allow application of a skip block

mode, if the current picture is an anchor picture; and

selectively applying the skip block mode to blocks of the current picture, in ac

cordance with a result of the determination,

wherein a block to which the skip block mode is applied, is not decoded.
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